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How to Read a Token

Conversion Initials: What the token converts to via

Class List: If a token can only be used by certain classes,

the Token Exchange Program. For details, visit
https://truedungeon.com/tep. If the conversion initials are
flanked by dots (e.g., •MH•), that token is not part of the
core set of tokens for that year.

those classes are listed here. If a token does not have a
class list, it can be used by all classes. If the list of classes
that can use the item would be excessively long, it may be
written as “All except ___”. In those cases, the classes
listed are the only ones that cannot use the item.

Name: The color of the token’s name indicates its rarity.

Damage Wheel:

In general, the rarer the token the more powerful it is.
These are the rarities and the colors that go with them:
Common (black), Uncommon (green), Rare (red), Ultra
Rare (purple), Transmuted (blue, with 3 subcategories
indicated by the number of points on the star  found
on each one), and Legendary (orange).

On a weapon token, these numbers
show how much damage the weapon is capable of dealing.
If the attack slide succeeds, the number closest to the
damage dot on the combat board is the damage dealt. Your
coach goes over combat in detail during your training
phase.

Image: This shows you what the item the token represents

Year Icon:

Found on the left and right sides of most
tokens, this small image tells you what year the token was
printed. The year icon for 2023 was a magnifying glass.

looks like.

Text: This tells you what the token does. Because tokens

Hand Icons: Two black hands at the bottom means the

are so small, sometimes the text can’t fully describe a
token’s power. For detailed info on how a token works*,
look it up on www.tokendb.com. Not all tokens have text.

item (often a weapon) requires both hands to use. One
black and one white hand means the item (typically a
weapon or shield) requires only one free hand to use.

Limited Use:

Potions, Scrolls, and Wands must be
turned in when used. In addition, any token that says “One
use” must be handed over to the DM or Coach when used.
Tokens that have charge counters () are
punched each time they are used. When the last circle is
punched, the token is collected.

last updated June 2, 2022

*The Token Database (TDb) is the ultimate authority on how tokens
function and for transmuted recipes. If a token’s description or recipe
in this booklet ever conflicts with the TDb, go with what the TDb says.
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Alphabetical Listing of 2023 Tokens
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The color of the token name indicates its rarity: Common, Uncommon, Rare, Ultra Rare, Transmuted, or Legendary
+1 Berserker Carnage Axe: magical melee slashing
Bead of Bounty: wearer gains +2 TREASURE CHIPS at the
weapon; barbarian wielders deal +1 Damage
end of the adventure
+1 Sea Wolf Axe: magical compound slashing weapon
Bead of Dark Resistance: +2 to all saves; rogue wearers
may also choose to automatically succeed on their skill
+1 Shock Stick: magical melee weapon; all damage dealt
test, but only if they haven’t already attempted that skill
is Shock
check; this token may be worn with a “___ Bead of
+2 Cloak of Resistance: +2 to all saves
Whispers” [skill test pass usable 1/game]
+2 Sacred Sling: magical missile blunt weapon, damage
Bead of Health: +2 to max HP; +1 to Fortitude saves
wheel includes 2 points of Sacred damage; if a cleric
Bead of Resolve: +3 to Will saves
wielding this sling slides a natural 20 against an Undead
8
Bead of the Buccaneer: +1 to Dexterity (thus, depending
target, that Undead is immediately destroyed if the✸ is
on prior Dexterity score, adding either 0/+1 To Hit with
closest to the damage dot on the combat board
Ranged attacks, either 0/+1 to AC, and either 0/+1 to
Note: Because Undead take double damage from Sacred
Reflex saving throws); bard & rogue get one additional
energy, Undead suffer an additional +2 damage (on top of
point of DEX for a total of +2 to Dexterity (thus adding
what’s included in the damage wheel) when hit by this
+1 To Hit with Ranged attacks, +1 to AC, and +1 to Reflex
weapon.
saving throws)
+2 Sun Scimitar: magical melee weapon; all damage
Bead of the Cleaver: +1 To Hit and +1 Damage with
dealt is Sacred
axes; not usable by non-dwarf fighters
50 GP Magnifying Glass: objects viewed through this
Bead of the Sun: Darkrift damage inflicted on the wearer
lens appear three times larger
is reduced by 1 point per attack/effect
100 GP Jeweled Sprocket: no in-game effect
Belt of Rage: When raging, all the wearer’s attacks gain
150 GP Sighting Gear: no in-game effect
+2 Damage. When not in rage, this item has no effect.
500 GP Eternity Engine: no in-game effect
Belt of the Leopard: +2 to Dexterity (thus adding +1 To
500 GP Spectral Scope: no in-game effect
Hit with Ranged attacks, +1 to AC, and +1 to Reflex
Adventurer’s Coat: +1 to AC
saving throws) and +1 Damage with Ranged attacks
Amulet of Magnifying: +1 to Strength (thus, depending
Berserker Boarding Axe: magical melee slashing
on prior Strength score, adding either 0/+1 To Hit in melee
weapon; barbarian wielders deal +1 Damage
and either 0/+1 Damage with melee and thrown weapons)
Berserker Carnage Axe: magical melee slashing
and +1 to Constitution (thus, depending on prior
weapon; barbarian wielders deal +1 Damage
Constitution score, adding either 0/+1 to Fortitude saving
Boaz’s Bead of Whispers: +5 to all saves; may not equip
throws and either 0/+1 to max HP per character level)
GREATER BEAD OF WHISPERS
Amulet of the Wild: all melee attacks (including bareBoots of Protection: +4 to AC; immune to Surprise
handed monk attacks) made by the wearer deal +2
Boots of Puhweehwa: +2 to AC; immune to Surprise
Damage; a polymorphed druid’s physical attacks (not
Ranged) deal +4 Damage
Bracelets of Far Reach: missile attacks made by the
wearer deal +2 Damage; if wearer is a ranger, the total
Amulet of Vitality: +3 to max HP
damage bonus from these bracelets is +3; only affects
Arcane Charm: +2 Focus
missile attacks, not Spells or wholly magical effects
Arcanum Shirt: +2 to Strength (thus adding +1 To Hit in
Bracelets of Foesight: melee attacks made by the wearer
melee and +1 Damage with melee and thrown weapons),
deal
+2 Damage; if the wearer is a rogue, also gain +1 To
+2 to Dexterity (thus adding +1 To Hit with Ranged
Hit with melee attacks
attacks, +1 to AC, and +1 to Reflex saving throws), +2 to
Bracers of Malice: physical attacks made against the
Constitution (thus adding +1 to Fortitude saving throws
wearer’s Favored Enemy deal +2 Damage
and +1 to max HP per character level), and +2 Focus
Captain’s Cudgel: non-magical blunt weapon
Armor of Assault: +4 to AC
Charm of Autumn: your attacks deal +1 Damage as Cold
last updated June 2, 2022
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Charm of Biting: +2 Piercing damage with all attacks
Charm of Distant Melody: while under the influence of
bardsong, effect, Ranged damage inflicted on the wearer
is reduced by 3 points per attack/effect
Charm of Farsight: all Ranged attacks made by the
wearer gain +2 To Hit
Charm of Moonbane: attacks made by the wearer against
a lycanthrope deal +4 Damage
Charm of Providence: +2 to max HP; +1 to Reflex saves
Charm of Sacrifice: as a Free Action, you suffer 15
Eldritch damage and heal 15 HP on an ally
Charm of Spring: your attacks deal +1 Damage as Fire
Charm of Summer: your attacks deal +3 Damage as Fire
Charm of Winter: your attacks deal +3 Damage as Cold
Cloak of Iron Will: +4 to Will saves
Cloak of Mystic Flourish: +2 To Hit when attacking with
a mystic staff; if the wearer is a wizard (either), the total
To Hit bonus is +3
Cloak of Retribution: +10 Retribution Damage
Cloak of the Dancing Silk: flurry of blows attacks gain
+1 to Hit
Cloak of the Tavern: +1 to Fortitude saves
Cloak of Wealguard: after casting instant safeguard,
your AC becomes 18 instead of 16
Crown of Dire Ivy: when using spell surge on a damage
inflicting spell, add +5 to the total damage done; this
bonus is added after all other bonuses and calculations are
totaled
Drinking Hat: healing Potions consumed by the wearer
heal +1 HP; does not affect non-Potions, even ones that
restore HP
Druegar’s Death Die: If the owner of this item dies while
in combat, that character’s player may immediately roll a
d20. Consult the table below to determine the exact effect:
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This item does not function out of combat. [permanent
item, do not collect on use]
Dust of Sacred Sight: as a Standard Action, reveals all
invisible Undead creatures to the entire party; this
revelation lasts until the end of the room
Earcuff of Orbits: wearer may equip up to two additional
Ioun Stones; stacks with other Ioun Stone slot-expanders,
but the wearer is still subject to the Slot Expanders Cap of
no more than nine Ioun Stones.
Earcuff of Reflexes: +3 to Reflex saves
Earcuff of the Sailor: while under the influence of
bardsong, melee damage inflicted on the wearer is
reduced by 1 point per attack
Earcuff of Weal Water: +2 to max HP; Fire damage
inflicted on the wearer is reduced by 2 points per
attack/effect
Ella’s Electric Earcuff: damage-inflicting Spells cast by
the wearer deal +2 damage as Shock
Expert Bracers: Adds +1 to Strength (thus, depending on
prior Strength score, adding either 0/+1 To Hit in melee
and either 0/+1 Damage with melee and thrown weapons)
and +1 to Dexterity (thus, depending on prior Dexterity
score, adding either 0/+1 To Hit with Ranged attacks,
either 0/+1 to AC, and either 0/+1 to Reflex saving throws)
Expert Gloves: Adds +1 to Strength (thus, depending on
prior Strength score, adding either 0/+1 To Hit in melee
and either 0/+1 Damage with melee and thrown weapons)
and +1 to Dexterity (thus, depending on prior Dexterity
score, adding either 0/+1 To Hit with Ranged attacks,
either 0/+1 to AC, and either 0/+1 to Reflex saving throws)
Eyepatch of Wealsight: wearer is immune to Petrification
Fancy Hat: +1 to AC; if the wearer is a bard, they may
perform and affect other characters with their bardsong
while underwater and/or in magical silence
Figurine of Power: Phoenix: The owner of this item may
restore 20 HP to a living character—either another player
or the owner. It cannot be used to raise a dead character
back to life, but it could be used to heal a recently raised
character who is low on HP. [1/game]
Gauntlets of Divine Guidance: melee attacks made by
the wearer gain +3 To Hit; healing Spells cast by the
wearer heal +1 HP
Gib Gub’s Handy Acorn: non-magical thrown weapon;
monks may throw up to two per round (does not count as
a flurry of blows attack); may be eaten to heal 7 HP
Game mechanics-wise, think of this item as a shuriken that
can be eaten. If there is an effect that affects shurikens, it
affects this token. [collect if eaten, otherwise this is a
permanent item that may be thrown once per combat]
Gloves of Quickness: +3 to Reflex saves

d20 Result Effect

1–10
character is still dead
11–19
character is raised with 1 HP
20
character is raised with full HP
A result of 1–10 does not prevent the character from being
raised by other means.
DDD can only be used once per game, whether the
character was raised or not. Use of this item is optional.
The roll may be saved for a later death if desired.
However, the decision to make the roll must be made the
same round the character died.
Since the DDD only affects its owner, the owner’s DDD
cannot be used by an ally.
Copyright True Adventures, Ltd., 2022
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Ioun Stone Ruby Orb: user’s melee attacks deal +2
damage as Fire
Ioun Stone Ruby Pyramid: damage-inflicting Spells cast
by the wearer deal +2 damage as Fire
Ioun Stone Ruby Spindle: user’s missile attacks deal +2
damage as Fire
Lenses of Flawsight: melee attacks made by the wearer
deal +2 Damage
Lenses of Sixth Sense: +2 to AC; if wearer is a monk, the
total AC bonus is +3 instead
Masterwork Thieves’ Tools: allows rogues to retry a
failed skill test; cannot be used in conjunction with
EKTDAR’S TINKERING TOOL to restart in the middle, but
each may be used on separate attempts; the mulligan effect
is usable once per adventure, no matter how many copies
of this token the player may own [permanent item, do not
collect after use]
Medallion of Renewal: wearer may use restore spell one
additional time, but this use may only be used to restore a
1st-level Spell
Mystic Staff of Shock: non-magical Ranged Shock
weapon; uses the wielder’s Intelligence or Wisdom bonus
(whichever is higher) instead of their Dexterity bonus to
determine the To Hit modifier
Mystic Staff of Shouts: non-magical Ranged Sonic
weapon; uses the wielder’s Intelligence or Wisdom bonus
(whichever is higher) instead of their Dexterity bonus to
determine the To Hit modifier
Mystic Staff of the Sun: non-magical Ranged Sacred
weapon; uses the wielder’s Intelligence or Wisdom bonus
(whichever is higher) instead of their Dexterity bonus to
determine the To Hit modifier
Necklace of the Zephyr: The wearer may cast a Spell as
a Free Action. This Spell is “cast as a scroll” and may not
be modified by skill tests or other enhancements which
normally apply to Spells, nor may it be duplicated by other
items/effects.
Night Javelin: magical compound Piercing weapon; deals
+2 Damage to Undead victims
Night Stick: magical melee blunt weapon; deals +2
Damage to Undead victims
Nightbane Armor: +3 to AC; melee attacks made on the
wearer by Undead monsters deal –1 damage
Nightbane Charm: melee attacks made on the wearer by
Undead monsters deal –1 damage
Nightbane Coat: +2 to AC; melee attacks made on the
wearer by Undead monsters deal –1 damage; equips in the
Torso (armor) slot
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Gloves of the Inferno: melee attacks made by the wearer
deal +2 damage as Fire
Goggles of Anticipation: melee attacks made by the
wearer gain +1 To Hit; +2 to Reflex saves
Grave Hunter Gloves: wearer’s melee attacks deal +1
Damage to Undead
Grave Hunter Goggles: wearer cannot be Surprised by
Undead
Grave Hunter Pendant: +1 to all saves
Grave Hunter Reinforced Coat: +4 to AC; melee attacks
made by Undead deal –1 Damage to the wearer
Grave Hunter Shield: +2 to AC; –2 to Reflex saves
Grave Hunter Shirt: wearer is immune to Paralysis
inflicted by Undead
Grave Hunter Swarm Armor: +9 to AC; –1 to Reflex
saves
Greater Bead of Whispers: +3 to saves; may not equip
BOAZ’S BEAD OF WHISPERS
Greaves of Absorption: Acid, Cold, Fire, Darkrift,
Poison, and Shock damage inflicted on the wearer deal –2
damage per attack/effect
Grunnel’s +2 Pointy Stick: magical blunt weapon; may
be turned in to restore a dead character to life with 1 HP
remaining; clerics may use this weapon if they attack with
the non-pointy end [collect if used to revive a dead
character, otherwise this is a permanent item]
Grunnel’s Funnel: as a Free Action, owner may drink a
healing Potion or use a healing Potion on an ally; does not
affect non-Potions, even ones that restore HP [usable
1/room]
Hat of Sighting: wearer’s Ranged attacks gain +1 To Hit;
–1 to Reflex saves
Hat of the Lucky Pirate: +1 to saves
Helm of Prediction: +1 to AC; –1 to Will saves
Ioun Stone Agate Ovoid: user is immune to olfactory
effects emanating from Undead monsters
Ioun Stone Iridescent Spindle: sustains the user without
air; it doesn’t allow the user to breathe in a hostile
environment, it negates the need to breathe; can be used
underwater to avoid drowning, in water to avoid ingestion
of toxic fluids, and on dry land to avoid inhaling toxic gas;
has no effect on toxins which are absorbed through the
skin or injected
Ioun Stone Kyanite Cube: user’s Ranged attacks deal +2
damage as Cold; Cold damage inflicted on the wearer is
reduced by 2 points per attack/effect
Ioun Stone Peridot Prism: user’s missile attacks deal +1
Damage
last updated June 2, 2022
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Potion Ghost Rum: drinker heals 2 HP and does not
suffer the standard 50% miss chance when attacking
Incorporeal creatures [collect on use]
Potion Grave Hunter Skin: +3 Retribution Damage as
Shock [collect on use]
Potion Great Spirits: drinker heals 5 HP; if drinker had
previously taken Darkrift damage in this room, this heals
a total of 8 HP [collect on use]
Potion Healer’s Rum: drinker heals 10 HP; not currently
transmutable [collect on use]
Potion Liquid Courage: any existing Fear effects caused
by Undead are removed; does not prevent further Fear
effects [collect on use]
Potion Polymorph (Dire Squirrel): turns imbiber into a
dire squirrel; while polymorphed, the imbiber gains +4 to
Reflex saves [collect on use]
Potion Selinwa’s Kiss: any existing Undead Touch attack
effects are removed; does not prevent further Undead
Touch attack effects [collect on use]
Potion Warm Spirits: drinker heals 1 HP and removes
the Chilled status effect; does not prevent the drinker from
becoming Chilled again [collect on use]
Ring of Favor: +1 to AC; +1 to saves
Ring of Life Stealing: any time the wearer scores a natural
20 on an attack, the wearer heals 4 HP; this item’s effect
can be triggered by a Spell, scroll, or item, but only if it
requires an attack slide
Ring of Sacred Touch: melee attacks made by the wearer
deal +1 damage as Sacred; if the wearer is a cleric or
paladin, this ring deals a total of +2 damage as Sacred per
melee attack
Ring of Sirenbane: +6 to Will saves
Ring of the 4th Circle: +5 to max HP
Ring of the Savant: when casting a Spell that requires a
skill check, if the wearer succeeds on the skill check, the
Spell deals +5 damage if it’s a damage-inflicting Spell, or
heals +5 HP if it’s a healing Spell; this bonus is not subject
to modification (it’s added after all other bonuses are
calculated); does not affect Spells with no skill check or
Spells that neither damage nor heal; if the Spell can affect
more than one target, the caster gets a pool of 5
damage/healing to allocate among eligible targets
Ring of Thrashing: melee attacks made by the wearer
deal +2 Damage
Ring of Warmth: Cold damage inflicted on the wearer is
reduced by 1 point per attack/effect
Ring of Ymir: when casting a damage-inflicting Spell, the
wearer may convert the damage type to Cold; not usable
by elf wizards
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Nightbane Shield: +2 to AC; melee attacks made on the
wearer by Undead monsters deal –1 damage
Nova Sunshot Pellet: when fired from a Sunshot weapon,
a successful attack deals +5 damage as Sacred; this bonus
Sacred damage affects all monsters in the room, but the
rest of the damage only affects the initial target [collect on
use, before the attack slide is made]
Oil of Sacred Sinew: attacks made with a weapon coated
by this oil deal +3 damage as Sacred; takes one full round
to apply [collect on use]
One-Boot Billy’s Map: may be redeemed for 20 treasure
draws; redeemable only at in-person TD events; can be
transmuted by mail, but may not be redeemed (exchanged
for treasure pulls) by mail; this token cannot be redeemed
on or after October 1, 2024; if transmuted after October 1,
2024, it cannot be redeemed
Pants of the Graveyard: +1 to Will saves
Pants of the Nightbane: +1 to AC; melee attacks made
on the wearer by Undead monsters deal –1 damage
Pants of the Pub: Adds +2 to Constitution (thus adding
+1 to Fortitude saving throws and +1 to max HP per
character level); –1 to Reflex saves
Pendant of Healing: may use the remove disease power
to heal 5 HP instead of curing the target of disease
Pendant of Prayer: 1st-level healing Spells cast by the
wearer heal 4 additional HP; if wearer is a cleric, the total
bonus healing from this item is +5
Perfected Sunshot Pellet: when fired from a Sunshot
weapon, a successful attack deals +2 Damage [collect on
use, before the attack slide is made]
Pirate Battle Longcoat: +4 to AC; +2 to Fortitude saves;
equips in the Torso (armor) slot
Pirate Breeches: Adds +2 to Constitution (thus adding +1
to Fortitude saving throws and +1 to max HP per character
level) and –2 to Strength (thus suffering a –1 To Hit in
melee and –1 Damage with melee and thrown weapons)
Pirate Concertina: in addition to the standard bardsong
bonuses, any party member under the effect of bardsong
gains +4 to Fortitude saves
Pistol Shield: +2 to AC; +3 AC (total) while the wielder
is using either a Sunshot or Blunder weapon
Pitcher of Health: when the owner consumes a Rare
healing Potion, heal 1 additional HP; does not affect nonPotions, even ones that restore HP
Potion Fine Spirits: drinker heals 3 HP and any existing
Fear effects are removed; does not prevent further Fear
effects [collect on use]
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Sea Wolf Shield: +1 to AC
Sea Wolf Sword: non-magical melee Slashing weapon
Shield of Nightbane: +3 to AC; Darkrift damage inflicted
on the user is reduced by 1 point per attack/effect
Shirt of Flame Resistance: Fire damage inflicted on the
wearer is reduced by 3 points per attack/effect
Shirt of Quick Heal: wearer may drink a healing Potion
as a Free Action; does not affect non-Potions or Potions
that do not restore HP [1/combat]
Shirt of the Shrewd: +3 Focus; –1 to all saves
Shock Stick: non-magical melee weapon that deals Shock
damage
Sniper Leather Armor: +4 to AC; missile attacks made
by the wearer gain +1 To Hit
Spirit Runestone: attacks made by the user do not suffer
the 50% miss chance when attacking Incorporeal creatures
[1 use, collected by coaches]
Sun Dagger: non-magical compound weapon that deals
Sacred damage
Sun Shuriken: non-magical thrown weapon that deals
Sacred damage; monks may throw up to 2 per round
[1/combat]
Sunshot Blaster: magical missile Blunt weapon; deals +2
Damage to Undead targets; may be used in conjunction
with Sunshot Pellets
Sunshot Cannon: magical missile Blunt weapon; deals
+2 Damage to Undead targets; may be used in conjunction
with Sunshot Pellets
Sunshot Pistol: magical missile Blunt weapon; deals +2
Damage to Undead targets; may be used in conjunction
with Sunshot Pellets
Sunshot Shooter: magical missile Blunt weapon; deals +2
Damage to Undead targets; may be used in conjunction
with Sunshot Pellets
Sunshot Sidearm: magical missile Blunt weapon; deals
+2 Damage to Undead targets; may be used in conjunction
with Sunshot Pellets
Tinkerer Armor: +5 to AC; Shock damage inflicted on
the wearer is reduced by 1 point per attack/effect
Tome of Useful Scrolls: owner may use a Common or
Uncommon Scroll as a Free Action without turning the
Scroll token in [1/game]
Vim’s Boots of Protection: +6 to AC; wearer is immune
to Surprise
Wind Runestone: user gains +1 To Hit when attacking
with a Common, Uncommon, or Rare missile weapon [1
use, collected by coaches]
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Robe of Healing: healing Spells cast by the wearer heal
+3 HP; equips in the Torso (armor) slot
Sacred Armor: +7 to AC; melee attacks made on the
wearer by Undead monsters deal –1 damage
Sacred Sunshot Pellet: when fired from a Sunshot
weapon, a successful attack deals +4 Damage as Sacred
[collect on use, before the attack slide is made]
Sap of the Docks: non-magical melee Blunt weapon
Sash of Sinew: +2 to Strength (thus adding +1 To Hit in
melee and +1 Damage with melee and thrown weapons);
if wearer is a paladin or a fighter (either), gain a total of
+3 to Strength (thus, depending on prior Strength score,
adding either +1/+2 To Hit in melee and either +1/+2
Damage with melee and thrown weapons); equips in the
Waist slot
Scroll Acid Rain: deals 4 damage as Acid to all monsters;
there is no saving throw to mitigate damage [collect on
use]
Scroll Gaze Reflection: caster becomes immune to Gaze
attacks; cannot be cast on other targets [collect on use]
Scroll Inertia Shield: melee attacks made on the target
deal –3 damage per attack [collect on use]
Scroll Sacred Burst: deals 1 damage as Sacred to all
monsters; there is no saving throw to mitigate damage
[collect on use]
Scroll Sacred Light: all Undead suffer –2 to AC until the
end of the room; there is no saving throw to mitigate this
effect [collect on use]
Scroll Spark Bolt: deals 5 damage as Shock to target;
there is no saving throw to mitigate damage [collect on
use]
Scroll Sun Blast: all party members (including the caster)
heal 1 HP; this healing is not subject to any modifications;
deals 6 Damage to all Undead monsters (damage is
generic, not Sacred, and is not subject to modifications);
there is no saving throw to mitigate this effect [collect on
use]
Scroll Tinkerer Shield: target gains 8 points of
Retribution Damage as Shock; this RD expires after it
affects the first attacker [collect on use]
Sea Wolf Axe: non-magical compound Slashing weapon
Sea Wolf Belt: melee attacks made by the wearer deal +1
Damage
Sea Wolf Bracers: melee attacks made by the wearer gain
+1 To Hit
Sea Wolf Club: non-magical melee Blunt weapon
Sea Wolf Cutlass: non-magical melee Slashing weapon
Sea Wolf Rapier: non-magical melee Piercing weapon
last updated June 2, 2022
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Set Bonuses

When the specified quota of unique items from a set are
equipped, additional effects come into play. Some set
bonuses have only two required items while other set
bonuses may require six. See each set’s description for
details.
Assuming all the required pieces can be equipped
simultaneously, characters may benefit from more than
one set bonus—either from different sets or within the
same subset. E.g., a character enjoying the Might Quintet
bonus also gains the Trio & Quartet bonuses. (But
remember, +level effects never stack.)
When a set bonus is achieved by equipping a weapon,
shield, orb, or anything held in (not worn on) the hand, the
hand-held item is “locked in” for that mode of combat.
Therefore:
• If you equip a hand-held item in a melee slot to fulfill
a set bonus, you must keep that specific hand-held item
equipped when engaging in melee combat.
• If you equip a hand-held item in a missile slot to fulfill
a set bonus, you must keep that specific hand-held item
equipped when engaging in missile combat.
You may temporarily swap one or both hand-held setpiece items (either melee for missile or missile for melee)
and maintain the set’s bonus. However, the bonuses
granted by the individual “lost” item(s) won’t apply. E.g.,
a ranger using SCEPTER, ORB, and BOOTS OF MIGHT to
gain a level may swap out the scepter and orb to use a
Ranged weapon, but may not use any other melee
weapons. During the swap-out, the ranger loses the +2
Strength bonus granted by the ORB OF MIGHT, but
maintains the +1 level granted by the Might set.
To qualify for a set bonus, the set’s quota must be filled
with unique items if the items are Ultra Rare or lower in
rarity. E.g., a ranger may wield two +1 MITHRAL LONG
SWORDS, but they only count as one when it comes to
qualifying for the Mithral set bonus. However, if both of
the set weapons are either Relics () or Legendaries, they
count as two items toward the set’s quota.

Cabal Set

When all three items are equipped, the character may cast
two Spells in one round, once per room. Unlike the effect
from BRACELETS OF THE ZEPHYR, the bonus Spell is not
cast as a scroll and can be modified.
• BRACELETS OF THE CABAL
• CHARM OF THE CABAL
• GLOVES OF THE CABAL

Celestial Set

BE
TA

When all three items are equipped, character gains
immunity to melee & mental attacks from Evil Outsiders.
• +1 CELESTIAL KEEN LONG SWORD
• CELESTIAL BRACERS
• CELESTIAL GIRDLE

Charming Set

When at least three items are equipped, character gains +1
level. There is no four-piece bonus.
• CHARMING CROWN
• CHARMING EARCUFF
• CHARMING RING
• IOUN STONE CHARMING CABOCHON

Darkthorn Set

When all three items are equipped, attackers take 2 points
of Piercing damage if they successfully damage the wearer
with a melee attack.
• DARKTHORN ARMOR
• DARKTHORN HELMET
• DARKTHORN SHIELD
When
level.
•
•
•

Arcane Set

When three items are equipped, the first 0–2nd-level Spell
the wearer casts is not marked off their character card.
This ability may be used once per game—not once per
Spell, not once per Spell level. There is no 4-piece bonus.
• ARCANE BELT
• ARCANE BRACERS
• ARCANE CHARM
• ARCANE EARCUFF
Copyright True Adventures, Ltd., 2022
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Deadshot Set

all three items are equipped, character gains +1
BELT OF THE DEADSHOT
GLOVES OF THE DEADSHOT
GOGGLES OF THE DEADSHOT

Death Knight Set

When three items are equipped, character gains +4
Darkrift Retribution Damage. There is no 4-piece bonus.
• DEATH KNIGHT ARMOR
• DEATH KNIGHT BOOTS
• DEATH KNIGHT GAUNTLETS
• DEATH KNIGHT MAIL
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†

Affects melee, missile, and Spells, but not special
powers, scrolls, wands, etc.
Multi-Target Note: Multi-target attacks/heals get a pool of
bonus damage/healing to be allocated among the eligible
recipients as the attacker/caster sees fit. It does not grant
the full bonus to each target.
Elemental Eldritch set tokens have black titles and dark
green backings.
• BOOTS OF THE FOUR WINDS
• KILT OF DUNGEONBANE
• ROD OF SEVEN PARTS (Complete)
• SKULL OF CAVADAR
• SUPREME RING OF ELEMENTAL COMMAND

Defender Set

When all three items are equipped, character gains Free
Movement and +1 to AC (in addition to the AC granted by
the individual items.)
• DEFENDER HELM
• DEFENDER PLATEMAIL
• DEFENDER SHIELD

Dragonhide Set

When at least three items are equipped, character
automatically succeeds on saving throws vs. dragon breath
weapons and gains +3 to all saving throws. (Don’t confuse
Dragonhide with Dragonscale. They are not
interchangeable. But if three items from each set are
equipped, both set bonuses will be bestowed.)
• DRAGONHIDE ARMOR
• DRAGONHIDE BELT
• DRAGONHIDE BOOTS
• DRAGONHIDE BRACERS
• DRAGONHIDE CLOAK
• DRAGONHIDE SHIRT
There is no additional set bonus for equipping more than
three Dragonhide items.

Footman Set

BE
TA

When all three items are equipped, character gains +2 to
AC and Cold damage inflicted upon the character is
reduced by 1 point per attack.
• FOOTMAN CAP
• FOOTMAN CHAINMAIL
• FOOTMAN SHIELD

Lucky Set

When at least two items are equipped, the wearer gains +5
to their max HP. There is no additional set bonus for
equipping more than two Lucky items.
• LUCKY CHARM
• LUCKY CLOAK
• LUCKY KILT
• LUCKY LIGHT MAIL
• LUCKY PLATE ARMOR
• LUCKY SHIELD

Dragonscale Set

When all three items are equipped, Fire damage inflicted
upon the character is reduced by 10. This bonus
supersedes the bonuses granted by the individual items in
this set. (Don’t confuse Dragonscale with Dragonhide.
They are not interchangeable. But if three items from each
set are equipped, both set bonuses will be bestowed.)
• DRAGONSCALE ARMOR
• DRAGONSCALE HELMET
• DRAGONSCALE SHIELD

Might Trio

When three items are equipped, gain +1 level.

Elemental Eldritch Set

Might Quartet

The Elemental Eldritch Set bonuses are shown below. The
bonuses granted at each tier are grand totals—not
cumulative. E.g., the 3-piece bonus gives a healer a +6 to
their cast healing Spells, not +10. And just as a reminder,
+Level effects never stack.
Tier
Level Healing Spell* Damage†
2-piece
+1
+4
+1
3-piece
+1
+6
+2
4-piece
+1
+8
+3
5-piece
+1
+10
+4
*Only affects healing Spells, not special powers, scrolls,
wands, etc. A “special power” is not a “spell.” Rule of
thumb: if it’s not printed on the character card under a
section titled “Spells”, it’s not a Spell.
last updated June 2, 2022

When four items are equipped, in addition to the Trio
bonus, the character’s melee attacks deal +2 Damage (for
a total of +1 level and +2 Damage)

Might Quintet

When five items are equipped, in addition to the Trio &
Quartet bonuses, the character’s melee attacks deal an
additional +2 Damage (for a total of +1 level and +4
Damage)
• +2 SCEPTER OF MIGHT
• BOOTS OF MIGHT
• CROWN OF MIGHT
• GIRDLE OF MIGHT
• ORB OF MIGHT
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Mithral Trio

Silver Elf Set

When three items are equipped, take only half damage
from breath weapons. There is no Quartet bonus.
When five items are equipped, in addition to the Trio
bonus, the character gains Deadbane: any successful
melee attack from an undead monster to the wearer does
10 points of damage to that undead monster.

When at least three items are equipped, the wearer is
immune to underwater Hindrances. No additional bonus is
gained from equipping more than three Silver Elf items.
• SILVER ELF ARMOR
• SILVER ELF CAP
• SILVER ELF HELM
• SILVER ELF SHIELD
• SILVER ELF SHOES

Mithral Sextet

Templar Set

Mithral Quintet

When six items are equipped, in addition to the Trio and
Quintet bonuses, the +1 MITHRAL LONG SWORD will
instantly kill a dragon on a natural 20 if the 8 or 9 on its
damage wheel is closest to the damage dot on the combat
board.
• +1 MITHRAL LONG SWORD
• +2 MITHRAL BRACERS
• +3 MITHRAL BRACERS
• MITHRAL BOOTS
• MITHRAL CAP
• MITHRAL CHAINMAIL
• MITHRAL GAUNTLETS
• TAMOR’S +4 MITHRAL BRACERS
 WIDSETH’S +2 DANCING SWORD

BE
TA

When all three items are equipped, that character
regenerates 3 Hit Points upon entering a room.
• TEMPLAR ARMOR
• TEMPLAR HELMET
• TEMPLAR SHIELD

Viper Strike Set

When at least three items are equipped, all characters gain
+2 To Hit on all attack slides (including Spells.) In
addition to the To Hit bonus, monks and rogues gain an
additional benefit. There is no additional set bonus for
equipping more than three Viper Strike items.
Monks: If their Viper Strike weapon critically hits, it deals
+5 Poison damage—which gets doubled to 10 because it’s
a critical hit. (If you prefer to think of it as +10 Poison
damage which is not doubled, that’s fine.)
Rogues: When making a sneak attack with a Viper Strike
weapon, the bonus damage from the sneak attack (+15 if
the rogue is 4th level or +20 if the rogue is 5th level) is
doubled if a critical hit is scored. Under normal
circumstances, the +15/+20 bonus damage from a sneak
attack is not doubled on a crit.
• +2 VIPER STRIKE FANG
• +3 VIPER STRIKE FANG
• ASHER’S +5 VIPER STRIKE FANG
• VIPER STRIKE BELT
• VIPER STRIKE PANTS
• VIPER STRIKE SHIRT

Mountain Dwarf Set

When all three items are equipped, Cold damage inflicted
upon the character is reduced by 1.
• MOUNTAIN DWARF ARMOR
• MOUNTAIN DWARF BOOTS
• MOUNTAIN DWARF MITTS

Redoubt Set

When at least three items are equipped, the character gains
+2 to Strength and +5 to max HP. There is no additional
set bonus for equipping more than three Redoubt items.
• BLESSED REDOUBT HELM
• BLESSED REDOUBT MAIL
• BLESSED REDOUBT PLATE
• BLESSED REDOUBT SHIELD
• BYR’S ANOINTED REDOUBT PLATE
• GILN’S REDOUBT SHIELD
• PERN’S REDOUBT HELM
• REDOUBT HELM
• REDOUBT MAIL
• REDOUBT PLATE
• REDOUBT SHIELD
• SILL’S ANOINTED REDOUBT MAIL
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Wind Set

When all three items are equipped, the character gains the
feather fall effect and immunity to non-magical missiles.
• AMULET OF THE WIND
• CLOAK OF THE WIND
• EARCUFF OF THE WIND
No other tokens are part of this set, not even other tokens
with the word “Wind” in their name.

12
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Zealot Set

BE
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When at least three items are equipped, Darkrift damage
inflicted upon the character is reduced by 1 point per
attack/effect. There is no additional set bonus for
equipping more than three Zealot items.
• ZEALOT ARMOR
• ZEALOT CHARM
• ZEALOT HELM
• ZEALOT LARGE SHIELD
• ZEALOT PLATE ARMOR

last updated June 2, 2022
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Uncommon
☐ 100 GP Jeweled Sprocket
☐ 150 GP Sighting Gear
☐ Amulet of Vitality
☐ Bead of the Cleaver
☐ Belt of Rage
☐ Berserker Carnage Axe
☐ Bracers of Malice
☐ Charm of Moonbane
☐ Cloak of the Dancing Silk
☐ Cloak of Wealguard
☐ Crown of Dire Ivy
☐ Drinking Hat
☐ Eyepatch of Wealsight
☐ Grave Hunter Reinforced Coat
☐ Ioun Stone Peridot Prism
☐ Masterwork Thieves Tools
☐ Medallion of Renewal
☐ Mystic Staff of Shouts
☐ Nightbane Shield
☐ Pendant of Healing
☐ Pirate Breeches
☐ Pirate Concertina
☐ Pistol Shield
☐ Potion Fine Spirits
☐ Potion Grave Hunter Skin
☐ Potion Polymorph (Dire Squirrel)
☐ Ring of Thrashing
☐ Ring of Ymir
☐ Sacred Armor
☐ Sacred Sunshot Pellet
☐ Scroll Acid Rain
☐ Scroll Sacred Light
☐ Scroll Tinkerer Shield
☐ Sea Wolf Axe
☐ Sea Wolf Cutlass
☐ Shock Stick
☐ Spirit Runestone
☐ Sunshot Blaster
☐ Sunshot Pistol
☐ Tinkerer Armor

Rare
☐ +1 Berserker Carnage Axe
☐ +1 Sea Wolf Axe
☐ +1 Shock Stick
☐ +2 Cloak of Resistance
☐ 500 GP Eternity Engine
☐ 500 GP Spectral Scope
☐ Amulet of the Wild
☐ Bead of Resolve
☐ Bead of the Bucccaner
☐ Bracelets of Far Reach
☐ Bracelets of Foesight
☐ Charm of Farsight
☐ Cloak of Mystic Flourish
☐ Earcuff of Reflexes
☐ Ella’s Electric Earcuff
☐ Fancy Hat
☐ Grave Hunter Swarm Armor
☐ Ioun Stone Iridescent Spindle
☐ Lenses of Sixth Sense
☐ Mystic Staff of the Sun
☐ Night Javelin
☐ Nova Sunshot Pelllet
☐ Oil of Sacred Sinew
☐ Pants of the Pub
☐ Pendant of Prayer
☐ Pirate Battle Longcoat
☐ Potion Ghost Rum
☐ Potion Great Spirits
☐ Ring of Life Stealing
☐ Ring of Sacred Touch
☐ Sash of Sinew
☐ Scroll Inertia Shield
☐ Scroll Sun Blast
☐ Shield of Nightbane
☐ Shirt of Quick Heal
☐ Sniper Leather Armor
☐ Sun Dagger
☐ Sun Shuriken
☐ Sunshot Cannon
☐ Wind Runestone

A Mystery to Pursue
☐ ____ of ____: ____ ____
☐ ____ ____ ____ ____
☐ ____ ____ ____ ____
☐ ____ ____
☐ ____ ____ ____
☐ ____ ____
☐ ____ ____
☐ ____ ____
☐ ____ ____ of ____
☐ ____ ____
☐ ____ ____
☐ ____ ____ ____
☐ ____ ____
☐ ____ ____
☐ ____ ____
☐ ____ ____
☐ ____ ____
☐ ____ ____
☐ ____ ____
☐ ____ ____

Adventurers’ Guild
☐ Grunnel's +2 Pointy Stick UR

Ultra Rare
☐ +2 Sacred Sling
☐ +2 Sun Scimitar
☐ Arcane Charm
☐ Bead of Bounty
☐ Bead of Dark Resistance
☐ Boots of Puhweehwa
☐ Cloak of Retribution
☐ Druegar's Death Die 2023
☐ Earcuff of Orbits
☐ Figurine of Power: Phoenix
☐ Gauntlets of Divine Guidance
☐ Greaves of Absorption
☐ Grunnel's Funnel
☐ Ioun Stone Kyanite Cube
☐ Lenses of Flawsight
☐ Necklace of the Zephyr
☐ Ring of the Savant
☐ Robe of Healing
☐ Shirt of the Shrewd
☐ Tome of Useful Scrolls

BE
TA

Common
☐ 50 GP Magnifying Glass
☐ Adventurer's Coat
☐ Armor of Assault
☐ Bead of the Sun
☐ Berserker Boarding Axe
☐ Captain's Cudgel
☐ Cloak of the Tavern
☐ Dust of Sacred Sight
☐ Earcuff of the Sailor
☐ Grave Hunter Gloves
☐ Grave Hunter Goggles
☐ Grave Hunter Pendant
☐ Grave Hunter Shield
☐ Grave Hunter Shirt
☐ Hat of Sighting
☐ Helm of Prediction
☐ Ioun Stone Agate Ovoid
☐ Mystic Staff of Shock
☐ Night Stick
☐ Nightbane Armor
☐ Nightbane Charm
☐ Nightbane Coat
☐ Pants of the Graveyard
☐ Perfected Sunshot Pellet
☐ Potion Liquid Courage
☐ Potion Selinwa's Kiss
☐ Potion Warm Spirits
☐ Ring of Warmth
☐ Sap of the Docks
☐ Scroll Gaze Reflection
☐ Scroll Sacred Burst
☐ Scroll Spark Bolt
☐ Sea Wolf Belt
☐ Sea Wolf Bracers
☐ Sea Wolf Club
☐ Sea Wolf Rapier
☐ Sea Wolf Shield
☐ Sea Wolf Sword
☐ Sunshot Shooter
☐ Sunshot Sidearm

2023 Token Checklist

Completion
☐ Bead of Health
☐ Belt of the Leopard
☐ Charm of Distant Melody
☐ Charm of Providence
☐ Cloak of Iron Will
☐ Earcuff of Weal Water
☐ Expert Bracers
☐ Expert Gloves
☐ Gloves of Quickness
☐ Gloves of the Inferno
☐ Goggles of Anticipation
☐ Ioun Stone Ruby Orb
☐ Ioun Stone Ruby Pyramid
☐ Ioun Stone Ruby Spindle
☐ Pants of the Nightbane
☐ Pitcher of Health
☐ Ring of Favor
☐ Shirt of Flame Resistance
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Early Bird Pre-Order
☐ Gib Gub’s Handy Acorn R

Patron
☐ Charm of Biting UR
☐ Charm of Sacrifice UR
Volunteer
☐ Charm of Autumn R
☐ Charm of Spring R
☐ Charm of Summer UR
☐ Charm of Winter UR

14

Transmuted
☐ Amulet of Magnifying
☐ Arcanum Shirt
☐ Boaz's Bead of Whispers L
☐ Boots of Protection
☐ Greater Bead of Whispers
☐ Hat of the Lucky Pirate
☐ One-Boot Billy's Map
☐ Potion Healer's Rum
☐ Ring of Sirenbane
☐ Vim's Boots of Protection L

Special
☐ 2023 Treasure Chip
☐ 2023 3× Treasure Chips
☐ 2023 10× Treasure Chips
☐ Golden Ticket 2023
☐ Ring of the 4th Circle

Nothing to see here…
☐ ____ of the ____
☐ ____ ____ (Monster Trophy 1)
☐ ____ ____ ____ (Monster Trophy 2)
☐ ____ ____ (Monster Trophy 3)
☐ ____ to ____
☐ ____ ____ (Monster Trophy 4)
☐ ____ ____ (Monster Trophy 5)
☐ ____ ____ (Monster Trophy 6)
☐ ____ ____
☐ ____ ____ ____ ____
☐ ____ ____
☐ ____ ____ (Monster Trophy 7)
☐ ____ ____ ____ ____
☐ ____ ____
☐ ____ ____ (Monster Trophy 8)

last updated June 2, 2022
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2023 Ultra Rare
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2023 Transmuted

2023 Volunteer
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2023 Transmuted Recipes

BE
TA

Last Day to Transmute Non-Legendaries: December 1, 2024
Boots of Protection 
Amulet of Magnifying 
• Boots of Puhweehwa
• 50 GP Magnifying Glass
• 5× Alchemist’s Ink
• 300 GP
• 5× Alchemist’s Parchment
• 2× Aragonite
Arcanum Shirt 
• 20× Darkwood Plank
• Shirt of the Imbiber
• 10× Dwarven Steel
• Shirt of the Nimble
• 3× Elven Bismuth
• Shirt of the Oaf
• 3× Enchanter’s Munition
• Shirt of the Shrewd
• 1× Golden Fleece
• 1× Alchemist’s Ink
• 5× Minotaur Hide
• 1× Alchemist’s Parchment
• 20× Mystic Silk
• 1× Aragonite
• 2× Oil of Enchantment
• 1× Darkwood Plank
• 20× Philosopher’s Stone
• 1× Dwarven Steel
• 5,000 GP in Reserve Bars
• 1× Elven Bismuth
•
•
•
•
•
•

1× Enchanter’s Munition
1× Golden Fleece
1× Minotaur Hide
1× Mystic Silk
1× Oil of Enchantment
1× Philosopher’s Stone

Greater Bead of Whispers 
• Bead of Dark Resistance
• 5× Alchemist’s Ink
• 10× Alchemist’s Parchment
• 2× Aragonite
• 20× Darkwood Plank
• 15× Dwarven Steel
• 2× Elven Bismuth
• 3× Enchanter’s Munition
• 1× Golden Fleece
• 5× Minotaur Hide
• 20× Mystic Silk
• 2× Oil of Enchantment
• 20× Philosopher’s Stone
• 5,000 GP in Reserve Bars

Boaz’s Bead of Whispers
• Greater Bead of Whispers
• +2 Sun Scimitar
• Necklace of the Zephyr
• 15× Alchemist’s Ink
• 20× Alchemist’s Parchment
• 3× Aragonite
• 30× Darkwood Plank
• 10× Dwarven Steel
• 3× Elven Bismuth
• 4× Enchanter’s Munition
• 2× Golden Fleece
• 10× Minotaur Hide
• 30× Mystic Silk
• 3× Oil of Enchantment
• 30× Philosopher’s Stone
• 25,000 GP Eldritch Bar
plus ONLY ONE of the following:
o Wish Ring
o 15,000 GP in Reserve Bars

last updated June 2, 2022

Hat of the Lucky Pirate 
• Pirate Breeches
• 1× Darkwood Plank
• 1× Mystic Silk
plus ONLY ONE of the following:
o Alien Protoplasm
o C’tharki Blood
o Cyborg Spittle
o Shard of Annihilation
o 500 GP
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One-Boot Billy’s Map 
Recipe #1
• Any combination of 20 of the following Trade
items:
o Alchemist’s Ink
o Alchemist’s Parchment
o Darkwood Plank
o Dwarven Steel
o Enchanter’s Munition
o Minotaur Hide
o Mystic Silk
o Philosopher’s Stone
plus ANY THREE* of the following:
o Alien Protoplasm
o Atar Horn
o C’tharki Blood
o Cyborg Spittle
o Dryad Hair
o Idol Eye
o Shard of Annihilation
o Siren Tears
o 1,000 GP Gold Bar (not 1k in “loose change”)
*Duplicates are fine

Potion Healer’s Rum is only available by ordering
condensed packs of tokens. It is not transmutable.
Ring of Sirenbane 
• Bead of Resolve
• 3× Darkwood Plank
• 3× Mystic Silk
• 3× Philosopher’s Stone
plus ONLY ONE of the following:
o Atar Horn
o Dryad Hair
o Idol Eye
o Siren Tears
o 1,000 GP Gold Bar (not 1k in “loose change”)

BE
TA

Vim’s Boots of Protection
• Boots of Protection
• Greaves of Absorption
• Robe of Healing
• 15× Alchemist’s Ink
• 20× Alchemist’s Parchment
• 3× Aragonite
• 30× Darkwood Plank
• 15× Dwarven Steel
• 3× Elven Bismuth
• 3× Enchanter’s Munition
• 2× Golden Fleece
• 15× Minotaur Hide
• 30× Mystic Silk
• 3× Oil of Enchantment
• 30× Philosopher’s Stone
• 25,000 GP Eldritch Bar
plus ONLY ONE of the following:
o Wish Ring
o 15,000 GP in Reserve Bars

Recipe #2
• 2× Aragonite
• 1× Elven Bismuth
• 1× Oil of Enchantment

You may not mix & match between recipe lists.
No more than five (5) ONE-BOOT BILLY’S MAP tokens
may be transmuted per person per calendar month.
Also, no more than five (5) ONE-BOOT BILLY’S MAP
(OBBMs) per person can be transmuted at a given inperson event. This restriction still applies if the event’s
duration happens to start at end of one month and conclude
at the beginning of the following month. E.g., if an event
ran from Saturday the 31st to Sunday the 1st, you could
not transmute five OBBMs on Saturday and then another
five on Sunday.
Note: The cap of 5 transmutable ONE-BOOT BILLY’S MAPS
has nothing to do with how many OBBMs can be
redeemed for treasure pulls. Under most circumstances,
there is no limit to how many OBBMs can be redeemed
per live event. That said, we may occasionally need to
temporarily restrict the number of OBBMs that can be
redeemed if current inventory levels are too low.
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2022 Transmuted Recipes

BE
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Last Day to Transmute Non-Legendaries: December 1, 2023
+3 Turkey Leg of Smiting 
Elder Orb of Dragonkind
• +1 Turkey Leg of Smiting
• Any* FIVE (5) Orbs of Dragonkind:
o Orb of Dragonkind (Hatchling)
• 10× Alchemist’s Ink
o Orb of Dragonkind (Wyrmkin)
• 10× Alchemist’s Parchment
o Orb of Dragonkind (Dragonelle)
• 1× Aragonite
o Orb of Dragonkind (Dragon)
• 20× Darkwood Plank
o Orb of Dragonkind (Elder Serpent)
• 15× Dwarven Steel
o Orb of Dragonkind (Old)
• 1× Elven Bismuth
o Orb of Dragonkind (Ancient)
• 2× Enchanter’s Munition
o Orb of Dragonkind (Great Wyrm)
• 2× Golden Fleece
• 1× Alchemist’s Ink
• 10× Minotaur Hide
• 1× Alchemist’s Parchment
• 15× Mystic Silk
• 1× Aragonite
• 1× Oil of Enchantment
• 1× Darkwood Plank
• 15× Philosopher’s Stone
• 1× Dwarven Steel
• 5,000 GP in Reserve Bars
• 1× Elven Bismuth
• 1× Enchanter’s Munition
Bead of Greater Binding 
• 1× Golden Fleece
• Bead of Binding
• 1× Minotaur Hide
• 3× Darkwood Plank
• 1× Mystic Silk
• 3× Dwarven Steel
• 1× Oil of Enchantment
• 3× Mystic Silk
• 1× Philosopher’s Stone
• 3× Philosopher’s Stone
• 5,000 GP in Reserve Bars
plus ONLY ONE of the following:
*Duplicates
are fine
o Wight Dust
o Yeti Fang
o 1,000 GP Gold Bar (not 1k in “loose change”)

Eldest Orb of Dragonkind
• Orb of Dragonkind (Hatchling)
• Orb of Dragonkind (Wyrmkin)
• Orb of Dragonkind (Dragonelle)
• Orb of Dragonkind (Dragon)
• Orb of Dragonkind (Elder Serpent)
• Orb of Dragonkind (Old)
• Orb of Dragonkind (Ancient)
• Orb of Dragonkind (Great Wyrm)
no duplicates, no other ingredients

Charm of the Fire Newt 
• Amulet of the Firehawk
• 1× Alchemist’s Ink
• 1× Darkwood Plank
plus ONLY ONE of the following:
o Basilisk Eye
o Harpy Feather
o 500 GP

last updated June 2, 2022
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Luna’s Greater Charm Bracelets
• Greater Charm Bracelets
• Amulet of Aiming
• Charm of Spell Storing
• 15× Alchemist’s Ink
• 15× Alchemist’s Parchment
• 2× Aragonite
• 35× Darkwood Plank
• 25× Dwarven Steel
• 3× Elven Bismuth
• 3× Enchanter’s Munition
• 2× Golden Fleece
• 15× Minotaur Hide
• 25× Mystic Silk
• 2× Oil of Enchantment
• 20× Philosopher’s Stone
• 25,000 GP Eldritch Bar
plus ONLY ONE of the following:
o Wish Ring
o 15,000 GP in Reserve Bars

Greater Charm Bracelets 
• Charm Bracelets
• 10× Alchemist’s Ink
• 5× Alchemist’s Parchment
• 1× Aragonite
• 25× Darkwood Plank
• 15× Dwarven Steel
• 1× Elven Bismuth
• 2× Enchanter’s Munition
• 1× Golden Fleece
• 10× Minotaur Hide
• 20× Mystic Silk
• 1× Oil of Enchantment
• 15× Philosopher’s Stone
• 5,000 GP in Reserve Bars

BE
TA

Greater Ring of Havoc 
• Ring of Havoc
• 10× Alchemist’s Ink
• 10× Alchemist’s Parchment
• 1× Aragonite
• 30× Darkwood Plank
• 20× Dwarven Steel
• 1× Elven Bismuth
• 2× Enchanter’s Munition
• 1× Golden Fleece
• 10× Minotaur Hide
• 20× Mystic Silk
• 1× Oil of Enchantment
• 20× Philosopher’s Stone
• 5,000 GP in Reserve Bars

Muk’s Greater Ring of Havoc
• Greater Ring of Havoc
• +2 Mug of Battle
• Earcuff of the Ravager
• 20× Alchemist’s Ink
• 20× Alchemist’s Parchment
• 2× Aragonite
• 35× Darkwood Plank
• 25× Dwarven Steel
• 3× Elven Bismuth
• 3× Enchanter’s Munition
• 2× Golden Fleece
• 15× Minotaur Hide
• 25× Mystic Silk
• 2× Oil of Enchantment
• 20× Philosopher’s Stone
• 25,000 GP Eldritch Bar
plus ONLY ONE of the following:
o Wish Ring
o 15,000 GP in Reserve Bars

Lenses of Hunting 
• 50 GP Brass Spyglass
• 200 GP

Ring of Last Call 
• Bead of Chugging
• 3× Darkwood Plank
• 3× Mystic Silk
• 3× Philosopher’s Stone
plus ONLY ONE of the following:
o Alien Goo
o Stone Guardian Chip
o 1,000 GP Gold Bar (not 1k in “loose change”)
Copyright True Adventures, Ltd., 2022
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Multi-Year Tokens

In 2020 we began a new multi-year Transmuted token
series comprised of Ultra Rare shirts. The first was SHIRT
OF THE OAF. Over the next few years we released four UR
Shirts in this theme. The first three shirts gave
bonus/penalties to physical stats (Strength, Dexterity, and
Constitution) and the fourth one grants +3 Focus and –1 to
all saves. Now that all four of these shirts have been
released, players can combine them into the ARCANUM
SHIRT. This shirt is the first token in the new Arcanum set.
For more information, please visit:
truedungeon.com/multi-year
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Most Transmuted tokens recipes utilize ingredients that
are current (relative to the year the recipe came out). But
every now and then, players enjoy constructing more
aspirational Transmuted tokens. Examples of these
include:
• BOOTS OF THE FOUR WINDS
• KILT OF DUNGEONBANE
• SKULL OF CAVADAR
The core ingredients of those recipes were comprised of
Ultra Rare tokens released across multiple successive
years. Those tokens were part of the Elemental Eldritch
set.

Miscellaneous Rules/Updates

Focus

Slot-Expanders Cap

“Focus” is now an official game term. If you see a token
with “+X Focus” in its description (not necessarily its
title), it means for every 1 point of Focus a character has,
damage Spells (not scrolls, wands, or items) they cast deal
+1 Damage, healing Spells (not scrolls, wands, or items)
they cast heal +1 HP, and while polymorphed their melee
attacks deal +1 Damage. Older tokens with the word
“Focus” in their title may not always adhere to this, but if
“Focus” is in the description, you can be certain it works
as described above. As always, refer to that specific
token’s text or its TDb entry for details.

Some tokens allow you to increase the number of items
you can equip in a given slot. Some tokens increase the
number of items you can equip in a given slot. E.g.,
normally you can only equip three Charms, but ARCANE
EARCUFF allows you to equip up to five Charms. However,
there is a hard cap on the number of Charms (10) and Ioun
Stones (9) one can equip via slot-expanders. Currently,
only the Charm and Ioun Stone slots are capped, but it’s
possible that at some point in the future we may need to
cap other slots.

Ranged Damage Bonuses Include All Spells

As of 2019, all wands, no matter when they were printed,
are consumable, but don’t have a fixed number of charges.
When a player wants to use a wand (any year), they hand
the wand token to the DM. Actions permitting, the player
may use this wand as much as they desire for the rest of
the room. At the end of the room, any wand token used is
collected by the DM.
If a MEDALLION OF MYSTIC MOUTH is equipped, any hotswapped wand is also collected at the end of the room.

Wand Use Revision

Any bonus to Ranged damage includes all damage Spells
cast from your class card. It does not include scrolls,
wands, or magic items. Prior to 2020, bonuses to Ranged
damage only affected Spells which required a To Hit slide.
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